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Abstract

Li Zhang, On Non-Prioritized Multiple Belief Revision, Doctoral Thesis in Philosophy. Theses in Philosophy from the
Royal Institute of Technology 60. Stockholm, 2018. Public defense of this Doctoral Thesis will be held on Monday, May
28, 2018 at 13.00 in Kollegiesalen, Brinellvägen 8, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm.

This thesis investigates a sort of non-prioritized multiple revision, the operation of making
up one’s mind, and its generalization, the operation of choice revision. Making up one’s
mind about a sentence is a belief change that takes the agent to a belief state in which ei-
ther the sentence or its negation is believed. In choice revision, the input information is
represented by a set of sentences, and the agent should make a choice on which sentences
to be accepted. Apart from being practically important, these operations are technically
interesting since the standard approach of intersecting a set of optimal outcomes is not
workable.

Paper I provides a construction based on descriptor revision in which the operation of
making up one’s mind can be modelled in a “select-direct” way, which is different from the
traditional “select-and-intersect” methodology employed in the AGM model. The article
shows that this construction is axiomatically characterized with a set of plausible postu-
lates, and investigates the additional postulates that correlate with properties of the con-
struction.

Paper II investigates a new modelling for sentential belief revision operations, which
is based on a set of relations on sentences named believability relations. It demonstrates
that two special kinds of such relations, i.e. H-believability relations and basic believabil-
ity relations, are faithful alternative models of two typical sentential revision generated
from descriptor revision. It also shows that traditional AGM revision operations can be
reconstructed from a strengthened variant of the basic believability relation and there ex-
ists a close connection between this strengthened believability relation and the standard
epistemic entrenchment relation.

Paper III studies the constructions of choice revision based on descriptor revision and
multiple believability relations, which extends the domain of believability relations from
sentences to sets of sentences. It is shown that each of two variants of choice revision
based on descriptor revision is axiomatically characterized with a set of plausible postu-
lates, assuming that the object language is finite. Furthermore, without assuming a finite
language, it is shown that choice revision constructed from multiple believability relations
is axiomatically characterized with the same sets of postulates proposed for choice revi-
sion derived from descriptor revision, whenever these relations satisfy certain rationality
conditions.

Paper IV explores choice revision on belief bases. A generalized version of expan-
sion operation called partial expansion is introduced for developing models of this kind
of choice revision. Based on the partial expansion as well as two multiple contraction op-
erations from the literature, two kinds of choice revision operators on belief bases are con-
structed. This paper proposes several postulates for such two operators and shows that
they can be axiomatically characterized by such postulates. Furthermore, it investigates
two kinds of making up one’s mind operators generated from these two choice revision
operators and presents the axiomatic characterizations of them.

Keywords: Non-prioritized multiple revision, Making up one’s mind, Choice revision, De-
scriptor revision, AGM, Believability relation, Multiple believability relation, Belief base,
Partial expansion, Multiple contraction
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Svensk Sammanfattning
(Summary in Swedish)

Denna avhandling undersöker en ny form av icke-prioriterad, multipel övertygelseföränd-
ring, att bestämma sig, jämte dess generalisering, val-revision. Att bestämma sig innebär
här att den epistemiska agentens uppfattningar förändras så att han/hon kommer att tro
antingen på den nya satsen (indata-satsen) eller på dess negation. I val-revision består in-
data av en mängd av satser, ur vilka den epistemiska agenten väljer vilken han/hon kom-
mer att tro på. Utöver att vara praktiskt viktiga är dessa operationer tekniskt intressanta
eftersom den klassiska ansatsen att låta utfallet vara en snittmängd av en mängd optimala
utfall inte är användbar i dessa fall.

Artikel 1 presenterar en konstruktion av deskriptor-revision i vilken operationen att
bestämma sig modelleras med ett direkt val av ett utfall, i motsats till den traditionella
metoden “välj först de optimala utfallen och ta sedan deras snittmängd” som används i
AGM-modeller. Artikeln visar att denna konstruktion kan karaktäriseras axiomatiskt med
en serie plausibla postulat, och dessutom undersöks ytterligare postulat som korrelerar
med egenskaper hos konstruktionen.

Artikel 2 undersöker en ny form av modeller för övertygelseförändringar med enstaka
satser som indata, nämligen modeller som bygger på trovärdighetsrelationer. Det påvisas
att två särskilda slags sådana relationer, nämligen trovärdighetsrelationer av H-typ samt
basala trovärdighetsrelationer, ger upphov till alternativa modeller för två typiska former
av övertygelseförändringar som kan genereras inom ramen för deskriptor-revision. Vidare
påvisas att traditionella AGM-operationer för övertygelseförändringar kan rekonstrueras
från en förstärkt variant av basala trovärdighetsrelationer samt att det råder ett nära sam-
band mellan dessa förstärkta trovärdighetsrelationer och standardformen av epistemisk
entrenchment.

Artikel 3 undersöker de konstruktioner av val-revision som kan baseras på deskriptor-
revision och multipla trovärdighetsrelationer, med vilket avses trovärdighetsrelationer vars
domän har utvidgats från satser till satsmängder. Det påvisas att två varianter av val-
revision som båda bygger på deskriptor-revision kan karaktäriseras axiomatiskt med plau-
sibla postulat, förutsatt att objektsspråket är finit. Dessutom påvisas det, även för infinita
språk, att val-revision konstruerad från multipla trovärdighetsrelationer kan karaktärise-
ras axiomatiskt med samma mängd postulat som föreslagits för valfunktioner härledda
från deskriptor-revision, givet vissa rationalitetsvillkor på dessa relationer.

Artikel 4 undersöker val-revision på övertygelsebaser. En generaliserad expansionsre-
lation, kallad partiell expansion, införs för att utveckla modellen för val-revision. Baserat
på partiell expansion samt två slags multipla kontraktionsoperationer från litteraturen,
konstrueras två slags operatorer för val-revision. I artikeln föreslås ett flertal postulat för
dessa operatorer, och postulat för deras axiomatiska karaktärisering föreslås. Vidare un-
dersöks två slags operatorer för att bestämma sig, byggda på dessa två slags operationer
för val-revision, och axiomatiska karaktäriseringar presenteras för dem båda.
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Thesis composition

This thesis consists of two parts: The first part gives an overview of the
research area and a summary of the work performed. The second part con-
tains the following four research papers:

I. Zhang, L., and Hansson, S. O., How to make up one’s mind. Logic
Journal of IGPL, 23(4):705–717, 2015.

II. Zhang, L., Believability relations for select-direct sentential revision.
Studia Logica, 105(1):37–63, 2017.

III. Zhang, L., Choice revision, submitted manuscript, 2018.

IV. Zhang, L., Choice revision on belief bases, submitted manuscript, 2018.

Paper I is reprinted with kind permission from Oxford University Press.
Paper II is reprinted under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Part I

OVERVIEW AND SUMMARY
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and objectives

This thesis is in the field of belief change.1 The theory of belief change studies
how a rational agent changes her belief state when she is exposed to new
information. Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson (AGM) performed
the pioneering formal study (Alchourrón and Makinson, 1982; Alchourrón
et al., 1985; Alchourrón and Makinson, 1985; Gärdenfors, 1988) on three
types of belief change: expansion in which a sentence is simply added to the
original belief state, contraction in which a specified sentence has instead to
be removed from the original belief state, and revision in which the original
belief state should be revised to consistently incorporate a specified sen-
tence.

In the AGM model of belief change, the agent’s original belief state is
represented by a belief set, normally denoted by K, and the new informa-
tion is represented by a sentence φ in the object language L. Belief expan-
sion, contraction and revision on K are formally represented by three op-
erators +, ÷ and ∗ on K with sentences from the object language as inputs,
and the outcomes of these operations on a belief set K by a sentence φ will
be denoted by K + φ, K ÷ φ and K ∗ φ respectively.

In order to determine the behaviour of these operators, the AGM trio in-
troduced a set of postulates that the operators are expected to satisfy. These
postualtes are named AGM postulates after the three authors. On the other
hand, the AGM trio among other researchers also employ some construc-
tive models to characterize these operators. Comparing with the construc-
tive models, it is easier to identify the properties of operators by postulates.
However, in absence of construction, the existence of the operators char-
acterized by the postulates is not guaranteed. So these two approach are
complementary to each other. In fact, they can be linked by the so called
representation theorems, which is usually in the form of that such and such a

1 Many researchers use the term belief revision as the synonym for belief change. How-
ever, in this thesis, I use belief revision to refer to a particular kind of belief change.
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set of postulates exactly characterizes the class of operators defined by such and
such a constructive method. 2

The AGM model has virtually become a standard model of belief change,
however, many researchers are unsatisfied with its settings in several as-
pects and have proposed many modifications and generalizations to that
framework (see Fermé and Hansson (2011) for a survey), of which this the-
sis is mainly concerned with the following two extensions of the AGM the-
ory.

First, in the AGM model, the input is represented by a single sentence.
This is unrealistic since agents often receive more than one piece of infor-
mation at the same time. In order to cover these cases, sentential revision
can be generalized to multiple revision, where the input is a finite or infinite
set of sentences.

Second, it is assumed in the AGM model that new information has pri-
ority over original beliefs. This is represented, for example, by the success
postulate for revision: φ ∈ K ∗ φ for all φ. The priority means that the new
information will always be entirely incorporated, whereas previous beliefs
will be discarded whenever the agent need do so in order to incorporate
the new information consistently. This is a limitation of AGM theory since
in real life it is a common phenomenon that agents do not accept the new
information that they receive or only partially accept it. As a modification,
AGM style prioritized belief change could be generalized to non-prioritized
belief revision by dropping the success postulates.

This thesis will put these two generalizations together and investigate
the so called non-prioritized multiple belief change. More specifically, it is
mainly concerned with a mode of non-prioritized multiple belief revision
called choice revision, in which the input information is represented by a
set of sentences and the agent could accept some of these sentences while
rejecting the others, and a special form of it, i.e. the operation of making up
one’s mind. To make up one’s mind about some sentence φ is a belief change
that makes the agent decide to accept either φ or ¬φ, i.e. to perform a choice
revision with the input of {φ,¬φ}. Although the concept of choice revision
was proposed very early (Fuhrmann, 1988) and some researchers had paid
attention to it (Hansson, 1993; Rott, 2001; Falappa et al., 2012), its formal
properties still remain to be investigated.

The main goal of this thesis is thus to develop formal modellings for
the operations of choice revision and making up one’s mind, and investi-
gate the conditions (postulates) which can axiomatically characterize these

2 Since these theorems show the characterization of an operator in terms of postulates
(or axioms), they are also called axiomatic characterizations.
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modellings. The purpose of this overview & summary part is to provide
a general background for the papers in this thesis, and a preview of the
work performed in these papers. It consists of a sketch of the basics of the
AGM model (Chapter 2), and a survey of the extensions of this model that
are closely related to the theme of the thesis (Chapter 3). Furthermore, a
summary of the four appended papers will be given in Chapter 4.

1.2 Formal preliminaries

The object language L is defined inductively in the standard way by a set v
of propositional variables and the usual truth-functional operations ¬,∧,∨
and →. ⊺ is a tautology and � a contradiction. L is called finite if v is finite.
Sentences in L will be denoted by lower-case Greek letters and sets of such
sentences by upper-case Latin letters.

Cn is a consequence operation for L satisfying (i) supraclassicality: if φ
can be derived from A by classical truth-functional logic, then φ ∈ Cn(A);
(ii) compactness: if φ ∈ Cn(A), then there exists some finite B ⊆ A such
that φ ∈ Cn(B); and (iii) deduction property: φ ∈ Cn(A ∪ {ψ}) if and only if
(hereinafter iff for short) ψ → φ ∈ Cn(A). X is a belief set iff X = Cn(X).

For sets of sentences A and B, A ⊢ B holds iff B ∩Cn(A) ≠ ∅, and A ⊩ B
holds iff B ⊆ Cn(A). The brackets of singleton set will be omitted. For
example, {φ} ⊢ {ψ}will be written as φ ⊢ ψ.

X is a maximal consistent set iff X ⊬ � and for every Y such that X ⊂ Y, it
holds that Y ⊢ �. Let MCS denote the set of all maximal consistent sets. For
every A ⊆ L, let [A] = {X ∈ MCS ∣ A ⊆ X}.
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2 Background I: The AGM model of belief change

To give a brief review of the AGM model, I first present the AGM postulates
for expansion, contraction and revision in Section 2.1. Also, in this section,
the representation theorem for expansion and an observation on the rela-
tionship among these three sets of postulates will be mentioned. Next, in
Section 2.2, I present several classic constructions of AGM operators as well
as the axiomatic characterizations of them.

2.1 AGM postulates

2.1.1 Expansion

The AGM postulates for expansion are:

1. K + φ = Cn(K + φ) (+-closure).

2. φ ∈ K + φ (+-success).

3. K ⊆ K + φ (+-inclusion).

4. φ ∈ K, then K + φ = K (+-vacuity).

5. If K ⊆ K′, then K + φ ⊆ K′ + φ (+-monotony).

6. For all belief sets K and all sentences φ, K + φ is the smallest belief set
that satisfies the above five postulates. (+-minimality).

The meaning of postulates for expansion is straightforward. +-closure
says that the outcome of an expansion is a belief set. +-success says that a
sentence is always added to the outcome of an expansion by it. +-inclusion
says that the original belief set is completely included in the expanded belief
set, and thus that no sentence is removed when performing an expansion.
+-vacuity says that if a belief set is expanded by a sentence that it already
contains, then the outcome of the expansion should be identical to the orig-
inal set. +-monotony says that if a belief set is a subset of one another, the
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expansion of the former by a given sentence should also be a subset of the
expansion of the latter by the same sentence. +-minimality says that the
outcome of an expansion does not contain more sentences than those that
are needed to satisfy the first five postulates for expansion. The follow-
ing representation theorem shows that there is a simple construction that
exactly fulfils these postulates for expansion.

Theorem 2.1.1 (Gärdenfors 1988) An operator + on K satisfies +-closure, +-
success, +-inclusion, +-vacuity, +-monotony, +-minimality iff for every φ ∈ L,

K + φ = Cn(K ∪ {φ}).

2.1.2 Contraction

The AGM postulates for contraction are:

1. Cn(K ÷ φ) = K ÷ φ (÷-closure).

2. If φ ∉ Cn(∅), then φ ∉ K ÷ φ (÷-success).

3. K ÷ φ ⊆ K (÷-inclusion).

4. If φ ∉ K, then K ⊆ K ÷ φ (÷-vacuity).

5. If Cn({φ}) = Cn({ψ}), then K ÷ φ = K ÷ψ (÷-extensionality).

6. K ⊆ Cn((K ÷ φ)∪ {φ}) (÷-recovery).

7. (K ÷ φ)∩ (K ÷ψ) ⊆ K ÷ (φ ∧ψ) (÷-conjunctive overlap).

8. If φ ∉ K ÷ (φ ∧ψ), then K ÷ (φ ∧ψ) ⊆ K ÷ φ (÷-conjunctive inclusion).

÷-closure says that the outcome of the contraction of the belief set K
must also be a belief set. ÷-success says that for every proposition φ, the
agent can succeed in contracting K to remove φ, unless φ is a tautology. ÷-
inclusion says that no any sentence is added to the belief set K when K being
contracting. ÷-vacuity says that nothing needs to be done to remove φ from
K in the case of that φ is not in K. ÷-extensionality says that contracting K
by φ will yield the same outcome as that of contracting K by ψ, if φ and ψ
are logically equivalent. ÷-recovery says that when the agent contracts K
to exclude φ, and then add φ back again to the outcome of the contraction,
the initial set of beliefs will be recovered. These six postulates are called the
basic AGM postulates for contraction.

The other two postulates which govern the behaviour of the contraction
by a conjunction are called supplementary AGM postulates for contraction.

7



÷-conjunctive overlap says when the agent contracts K by φ ∧ ψ, she will
not give up any proposition which is retained in both cases of contracting
K by φ and by ψ. ÷-conjunctive inclusion says that if φ is given up in the
process of contracting K by φ ∧ ψ, then everything that is excluded when
contracting K by φ is also excluded when contracting it by φ ∧ψ.

2.1.3 Revision

The AGM postulates for revision are:

1. Cn(K ∗ φ) = K ∗ φ (∗-closure).

2. φ ∈ K ∗ φ (∗-success).

3. K ∗ φ ⊆ Cn(K ∪ {φ}) (∗-inclusion).

4. If ¬φ ∉ K, then Cn(K ∪ {φ}) ⊆ K ∗ φ (∗-vacuity).

5. If ¬φ ∉ Cn(∅), then � ∉ K ∗ φ (∗-consistency).

6. If φ ⊢ ψ and ψ ⊢ φ, then K ∗ φ = K ∗ψ (∗-extensionality).

7. K ∗ (φ ∧ψ) ⊆ Cn(K ∗ φ ∪ {ψ}) (∗-superexpansion).

8. If ¬ψ ∉ K ∗ φ, then Cn(K ∗ φ ∪ {ψ}) ⊆ K ∗ (φ ∧ψ) (∗-subexpansion).

Similarly, the first six postulates and the last two are called the basic and
the supplementary AGM postulates for revision respectively.

∗-closure and ∗-extensionality are similar to the corresponding postu-
lates for contraction. ∗-success says that the sentence by which the belief
set is revised must be contained in the revised belief set. ∗-inclusion says
that the upper bound of the outcome of the revision of K by φ is the expan-
sion of K by φ, which, by ∗-vacuity, is also the lower bound of the revision
outcome if the negation of φ is not contained in the original belief set K.
These two postulate together state that if a negation of a sentence is not in
K, then the revision of K by that sentence is equal to the expansion of K
by that sentence. ∗-consistency says that the outcome of revising K by a
consistent sentence is always consistent.

∗-superexpansion says that the outcome of revising K by a conjunction is
contained in the result of expansion by one of the conjuncts of the outcome
of revising K by the other conjunct. ∗-subexpansion says that if the outcome
of revising K by a conjunction does not contain the expansion by one of
the conjuncts of the outcome of revising K by the other conjunct, then the
outcome of revising K by the latter conjunct contains the negation of the
other one.

8



2.1.4 Levi identity and Harper identity

We can observe that the postulates of revision do not refer to contraction
and vice versa. However, it is possible to define a revision operator via con-
traction (and expansion) through the following equality proposed in Levi
(1977):

Levi identity: K ∗ φ = (K ÷¬φ)+ φ

Analogously, it is possible to define a contraction operator in terms of a
revision through the following equality proposed in Harpen (1976):

Harper identity: K ÷ φ = K ∩ (K ∗¬φ)

The following observation shows that an AGM revision operator is ob-
tainable from an AGM contraction operator by applying Levi identity, and
vice versa by applying Harper identity.

Observation 2.1.1 (Alchourrón et al. 1985)

1. Let + be an expansion satisfying all AGM postulates. If ÷ is an operator
satisfying the (basic) AGM postulates for contraction and ∗ an operator de-
rived from + and ÷ through Levi identity, then ∗ satisfies the (basic) AGM
postulates for revision.3

2. If ∗ is an operator satisfying the (basic) AGM postulates for revision and
÷ an operator derived from ∗ through Harper identity, then ÷ satisfies the
(basic) AGM postulates for contraction.

2.2 Constructions and representation theorems

2.2.1 Partial meet contraction and revision

The following explicit method for constructing AGM contraction and re-
vision operators is originally proposed by Alchourrón et al. (1985). Two
concepts of remainder set and selection function are needed in such kind of
constructions.

Definition 2.2.1 (Alchourrón et al. 1985) For every set A and sentence φ, a re-
mainder set A ⊥ φ is a subset of the power set of A such that X ∈ A ⊥ φ iff (i)
X ⊆ K, (ii) X ⊬ φ, and (iii) for every Y ⊆ K, if X ⊂ Y, then Y ⊢ φ.

3 Given Theorem 2.1.1, it is possible to make the construction of ∗ not refer to the
expansion operator + by modifying Levi’s identity as K ∗ φ = Cn((K ÷¬φ)∪ {φ}).
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Definition 2.2.2 (Alchourrón et al. 1985)

1. A selection function γ is any function γ ∶ P(L) × P(P(L)) → P(P(L))
such that ∅ ≠ γ(X, Y) ⊆Y for all Y ≠ ∅, and γ(X, Y) = {X} otherwise.

2. A selection function γ is relational iff there is a relation ⊑ such that for every
X ⊆ L and Y ⊆ P(L), if Y is non-empty, then:

γ(X, Y) = {Y ∈Y ∣ Z ⊑ Y for all Z ∈Y}.

Moreover, γ is transitively relational iff the relation ⊑ is transitive.

Partial meet contraction is defined by using the selection functions on re-
mainder sets as follows:

Definition 2.2.3 (Alchourrón et al. 1985) Let K be a belief set and γ a selection
function. An operator ÷ on K is a partial meet contraction generated by γ iff for
every sentence φ,

K ÷ φ =⋂γ(K, K ⊥ φ).

Theorem 2.2.1 (Alchourrón et al. 1985) Let ÷ be a operator on K.

1. ÷ is a partial meet contraction generated by some selection function γ iff ÷
satisfies the basic AGM postulates for contraction.

2. ÷ is a partial meet contraction generated by some transitively relational se-
lection function γ iff ÷ satisfies all the AGM postulates for contraction.

Due to Levi identity, this construction also can serve as modelling for
revision operators and the associate representation theorem follows imme-
diately from Observation 2.1.1 and Theorem 2.2.1.

Definition 2.2.4 (Alchourrón et al. 1985) Let K be a belief set and γ a selection
function. An operator ∗ on K is a partial meet revision generated by γ iff for every
sentence φ:

K ∗ φ = Cn(⋂γ(K, K ⊥ ¬φ)∪ {φ}).

Theorem 2.2.2 (Alchourrón et al. 1985) Let ∗ be a operator on K.

1. ∗ is a partial meet revision generated by some selection function γ iff ∗ sat-
isfies the basic AGM postulates for revision.

2. ∗ is a partial meet revision generated by some transitively relational selection
function γ iff ∗ satisfies all the AGM postulates for revision.
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2.2.2 Kernel and safe contraction

The partial meet contraction of K by φ is based on a selection among the
remainder set K ⊥ A, i.e. the maximal subsets of K that do not imply φ. Fol-
lowing an opposite approach, Hansson (1994) introduced a new contraction
operator called kernel contraction. The kernel contraction of K by φ is based
on a selection of elements of K that imply φ and then discarding them. This
sort of contraction can be seen as a generalization of the safe contraction
proposed by Alchourrón and Makinson (1985).

Formally, the kernel set and incision function, dual to remainder set and
selection function, is defined as follows:

Definition 2.2.5 (Hansson 1994) Let K be a belief set and φ a sentence. Then,

1. A kernel set K y φ is a subset of the power set of K such that X ∈ K y φ iff
(i) X ⊆ K, (ii) X ⊢ φ, and (iii) for every Y ⊆ K, if Y ⊂ X, then Y ⊬ φ.

2. An incision function σ for K is a function such that for all φ, (i) σ(K y φ) ⊆
⋃(K y φ), and (ii) if ∅ ≠ A ∈ K y φ, then A ∩ σ(K y φ) ≠ ∅.

By using the kernel set and incision function, kernel contraction is de-
fined in the following way:

Definition 2.2.6 (Hansson 1994) Let K be a set of sentences and σ a incision
function. An operation ÷ on K is a kernel contraction generated by σ iff for very
sentence φ,

K ÷ φ = K ∖ σ(K y φ).
Moreover, ÷ is a saturated kernel contraction iff for very sentence φ,

K ÷ φ = K ∩Cn(K ∖ σ(K y φ)).

Theorem 2.2.3 (Hansson 1994) Let K be a belief set and ÷ an operator on K.
Then, ÷ is a saturated kernel contraction iff ÷ satisfies the basic AGM postulates
for contraction.

This construction can be further specified by introducing more
constraints on the incision function. Alchourrón and Makinson (1985) de-
fined safe contraction, in which the belief set K is ordered according to a
hierarchy relation that determines the corresponding incision function. Al-
chourrón and Makinson (1985) have shown that if the hierarchy relations
satisfy some rationality conditions, then the derived safe contraction oper-
ators can be exactly characterized by the full AGM postulates for contrac-
tion. The reader is referred to Alchourrón and Makinson (1985); Hansson
(1999b) for details.
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2.2.3 Epistemic entrenchment relations

Gärdenfors and Makinson (1988) proposed another construction of contrac-
tion operators based on a set of relations t on sentences called epistemic en-
trenchment relations. Intuitively, φ t ψ means φ is less entrenched than ψ,
i.e. it is easier for the agent to discard φ than to discard ψ. Note that ev-
ery epistemic entrenchment relation t is associated with a given agent, in
formal words, the relation t is only defined in relation to a given K.

In Gärdenfors and Makinson (1988), it is assumed that a standard epis-
temic entrenchment ordering twith respect to K should exactly satisfy such
conditions:

t-transitivity: If φ t ψ and ψ t ξ, then φ t ξ.

t-dominance: If φ ⊢ ψ, then φ t ψ.

t-conjunctiveness: φ t φ ∧ψ or ψ t φ ∧ψ.

t-minimality: φ ∉ K if and only if φ t ψ for all ψ.

t-maximality: If ψ t φ for all ψ, then ⊢ φ.

t-transitivity is a normal constraint on ordering. The rationale for t-
dominance is that if φ logically entails ψ, then it will be easier to give up
φ and retain ψ rather than to give up ψ, because then φ must be discarded
as well. The justification for t-conjunctiveness is that if the agent wants
to remove φ ∧ ψ from K, she must give up either φ or ψ and, as a result,
the informational loss incurred by discarding φ ∧ψ will be the same as the
loss incurred by discarding φ or that incurred by discarding ψ. (Note that
it follows immediately from t-dominance that φ ∧ ψ t φ and φ ∧ ψ t ψ).
The rationale for t-minimality is that it needs nothing to be done to discard
sentences which are not in K. t-maximality reflects the intuition that the
logically valid sentences are most entrenched, i.e. it is easier to discard any
non-tautological sentence than to discard a tautology.

Contraction operators on K can be defined in terms of epistemic en-
trenchment relations in relation to K as follows:

Definition 2.2.7 (Gärdenfors and Makinson 1988) Let t be some epistemic en-
trenchment relation with respect to K. Then, ÷ is an t-based operator on K iff it
holds that

ψ ∈ K ÷ φ iff ψ ∈ K and either φ ⋖ (φ ∨ψ) or ∅ ⊢ φ.
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The appearance of φ ⋖ φ ∨ψ in the above definition is not obviously in-
tuitive (Rott, 1991b). The argument for the use of φ ⋖ φ ∨ ψ in Gärdenfors
and Makinson (1988) presumes the validity of the controversial ÷-recovery
postulate for contraction. Hence, Rott (1991b) proposed the following alter-
native construction of contraction:

Definition 2.2.8 (Rott 1991b) Let t be some epistemic entrenchment relation
with respect to K. Then, ÷ is an Rott’s t-based operator on K iff it holds that

ψ ∈ K ÷ φ iff ψ ∈ K and either φ ⋖ ψ or ∅ ⊢ φ.

This definition is based on the intuition that the agent will retain exactly
those sentences that are more entrenched than φ when she retracts a non-
tautological sentence φ.

Gärdenfors and Makinson (1988) have shown that contractions based
on standard epistemic entrenchment orderings are exactly characterized by
the AGM postulates for contraction, while Rott (1991b) proved that Rott’s
contraction based on such orderings satisfies all AGM postulates except
the ÷-recovery. However, the following observation shows that there is no
difference between the revision operators derived from these two kinds of
contraction operators by using Levi identity.

Observation 2.2.1 For every contraction operator ÷, let R(÷) be the revision op-
erator derived from ÷ by Harpen identity. Let t be some standard epistemic en-
trenchment relation and let ÷G and ÷R be respectively t-based and Rott’s t-based
contraction operators derived from t. Then,

1. R(÷G) =R(÷R) (Rott, 1991b)

2. If ∗ = R(÷G), then for all sentences φ and ψ, ψ ∈ K ∗ φ iff either φ → ¬ψ ⋖
φ → ψ or ⊢ ¬φ. (Lindström and Rabinowicz, 1991; Rott, 1991a)

2.2.4 The system of spheres

Grove (1988) introduced an modelling for AGM revision based on the fol-
lowing sphere models:
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Definition 2.2.9 (Grove 1988) Let K be a consistent belief set. A subset S of
power set of MCS is a sphere model (or system of spheres) centered on K if and
only if:

1. If S1, S2 ∈ S, then either S1 ⊆ S2 or S2 ⊆ S1.

2. [K] ∈ S, and [K] ⊆ S for all S ∈ S.

3. MCS ∈ S.

4. For all φ and S ∈ S, if [φ] ∩ S ≠ ∅, then there is some S′ ∈ S such that
[φ]∩ S′ ≠ ∅ and that [φ]∩ S′′ = ∅ for all S′′ ∈ S such that S′′ ⊂ S′.

Given some sphere model S, let us use SSφ to denote the ⊂-minimal
sphere which has an intersection with [φ]. Since MCS ∈ S, it is easy to
see that the SSφ exists for all φ satisfying ⊬ ¬φ.

Let S be a system of spheres. A sentential revision ∗ on K can be con-
structed from S in the following way:

Definition 2.2.10 (Grove 1988) Let K be a consistent belief set andS be a sphere
model centered on K. An operator ∗ on K is a revision operator based on S iff it
holds for all φ ∈ L that

K ∗ φ =⋂(SSφ ∩ [φ]).

The main result in Grove (1988) is that the revision operators defined
in above way are exactly characterized by the AGM postulates for revision.
The Harper identity indicates that a contraction operator ÷ can be generated
from a system of spheres S in the following way:

K ÷ φ =⋂(K ∪ (SSφ ∩ [φ])).

It follows immediately that the set of AGM postulates for contraction
can sever as axiomatic characterization of contraction operators defined in
this way.
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3 Background II: Extensions of the AGM model

The AGM model has virtually become a standard model of belief change,
from which much of belief change theory has evolved. In this section, I
present some approaches that extends the AGM model which motivate
the investigation undertaken in this thesis or provide it with technical or
methodological tools. The subjects involved are including belief change on
belief bases, non-prioritized belief change, multiple belief change and de-
scriptor revision. This is not a thorough examination of the criticisms and
extensions of AGM models, for which the reader is referred to Hansson
(1999b); Fermé (2011); Garapa (2017).

3.1 Belief set vs. belief base

The use of belief sets to represent belief states was being criticized from
the beginning. Makinson (1985) has pointed out that the use of belief sets
is unrealistic since “in real life, when we perform a contraction or deroga-
tion, we never do it to the theory itself (in the sense of a set of propositions
closed under consequence) but rather on some finite or recursive or at least
recursively enumerable base for the theory”.

Rott (2000) also pointed out that the AGM model is unrealistic in its as-
sumption that the agents are “ideally competent regarding matters of logic.
They should accept all the consequences of the beliefs they hold (that is,
their set of beliefs should be logically closed), and they should rigorously
see to it that their beliefs are consistent”.

Such kind of criticism led to the development of models using belief
base rather than belief sets to represent belief states. Formally, a belief base
is a set of sentences that is not necessarily logically closed. According to
Levi (1977, 1991), a belief base K could be interpreted as the set of state-
ments the agent actually believes, and the corresponding belief set, i.e. the
logical closure of K, should be interpreted as the set of statements that the
agent is committed to believing. Also, the distinction between belief bases
and belief sets has been related to the difference between foundationalist
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and coherentist viewpoints in epistemology (Gärdenfors, 1990; Sosa, 1980).
From the formal point of view, belief bases have more expressive power

than belief sets in the sense of that for every belief base A, there is only one
belief set Cn(A) that represents the set of beliefs held according to A while
the same belief set can be represented by different belief bases. Hansson
(1992) illustrated that the statically equivalent belief bases, i.e. belief bases
which generate the same belief set, could behave in different ways under
belief change operations.

An important consequence of this feature is that using belief bases al-
lows to distinguish different inconsistent belief states while it is impossible
in context of belief sets since there is only one inconsistent belief set. This
characteristic plays an important role in constructions of some operators on
belief bases.

3.2 Non-prioritized belief change

Non-prioritized revision is a mode of belief revision that differs from AGM
revision in that the input sentence is not always accepted. Analogously, by
a non-prioritized contraction meant an operation that removes some but
not all input sentences. The rationale of non-prioritized revision is that the
agents in real life sometimes do not accept the new information that they
receive since, for example, the new information contradicts some highly
entrenched existing belief. The justification for non-prioritized contraction
is that some non-tautologous sentences may be so strongly believed by the
agent that she refuses to remove them (Rott, 1992). As follows I will present
some main proposals for the constructions of non-prioritized belief change.

3.2.1 Non-prioritized revision

Screened revision is proposed in Makinson (1997), in which a set A of sen-
tences assumed as immune to revision is introduced. If the input sentence
φ is consistent with K ∩ A, then the belief set K is revised by φ essentially in
the AGM way. Otherwise, the belief set should be left unchanged. Formally,
given some belief set K, screened revision on K is defined as follows:

K#A φ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

K ∗ φ if φ is consistent with A ∩K,
K otherwise.

where ∗ is an AGM revision operator satisfying that for all φ, K ∩ A ⊆ K ∗ φ.
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Hansson (1997b) proposed a generalized screened revision as follows:

K# f (φ)φ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

K ∗ φ if φ is consistent with f (φ)∩K,
K otherwise.

where f is a function such that for each sentence φ, f (φ) is a set of sentences
and ∗ is a (modified) AGM revision operator such that for all φ, K ∩ f (φ) ⊆
K ∗ φ. Different constraints can be imposed on f . For example, Makinson
(1997) proposed that f (φ) = {ψ ∣ φ < ψ}, where < is a binary relation on the
object language L.

Credibility-limited revision (Hansson et al., 2001) is another kind of non-
prioritized revision. A set C of sentences (the set of credible sentences) is
introduced. It is assumed that only sentences staying within the agent’s
limit of credibility, i.e. sentences contained in C, could be accepted. For-
mally, let K be some belief set, ○ is a credibility-limited revision on K iff

K ○ φ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

K ∗ φ if φ ∈ C,
K otherwise.

where ∗ is an AGM revision operator. By adding further properties to the
set C of credible sentences, various additional properties can be obtained
for the operation of credibility-limited revision. Alternative constructions
based on epistemic entrenchment and possible world models have also
been developed (Hansson et al., 2001).

In AGM revision, the new information is always accepted. In (general-
ized) screened revision and credibility-limited revision, the new informa-
tion is either completely accepted or fully rejected. Fermé and Hansson
(1999) proposed a non-prioritized revision operator called selective revision
which deals with the input sentence in a different way: It allows the agent
to accept part of the new information with rejecting the rest of it. Formally,
given some belief set K, an operation ⊙ is a selective revision on K iff

K⊙ φ = K ∗ f (φ).

where ∗ is an AGM revision and f is a function such that for each sentence
φ, f (φ) is a sentence satisfying φ ⊢ f (φ). This construction can be further
specified by adding additional requirements on f .

The semi-revision proposed by Hansson (1997a) employs a “expansion +
consolidation” approach (Hansson, 1999a) which is developed only for be-
lief bases. The process of semi-revision consists of two steps: first, expand
the original belief base by the input sentence φ; secondly, consolidate the
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expanded belief base by deleting either φ or some original belief(s). For-
mally, ○ is a semi-revision operation on belief base iff for every set K and
sentence φ,

K ○ φ = (K ∪ {φ})÷�.

where ÷ is an AGM contraction operation. If ÷ is a partial meet (kernel) con-
traction, then the corresponding ○ defined as above is called partial meet
(kernel) semi-revision. The axiomatic characterization of partial meet (ker-
nel) semi-revision has been given in Hansson (1999a).

3.2.2 Non-prioritized contraction

Fermé and Hansson (2001) proposed a mode of non-prioritized contrac-
tion named shielded contraction, which has close connection with credibility-
limited revision. It is based on an AGM contraction operator and a set R
of retractable sentences. The belief set K should be contracted by the input
sentence in the AGM way if that sentence is in R, otherwise it should be left
unchanged. Formally, let K be some belief set, 
 is shielded contraction on
K iff

K 
 φ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

K ÷ φ if φ ∈ R,
K otherwise.

where ÷ is an AGM contraction operator and R is a subset of L. This con-
struction can be further specified by adding additional conditions on the
structure of R. Like credibility-limited revision, constructions of shielded
contraction based on epistemic entrenchment and possible world models
have also been developed (Fermé and Hansson, 2001).

3.3 Multiple belief change

In the original AGM framework the input is represented by a single sen-
tence. This is a limitation of the model, since in the real life agents often re-
ceive more than one piece of information at the same time. So we need the
models of multiple belief change in which the input is a (possibly infinite)
set of sentences. It should be noted that there are fundamental distinctions
between iterated4 and multiple belief changes. For example, Fuhrmann and

4 An iterated belief change consists of the repeated applications of belief change oper-
ations. The problem of constructing models for iterated belief change is one of the most
investigated problem in the field of belief change. However, since the papers contained in
this thesis do not deal with this issue, the relevant studies are not surveyed here.
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Hansson (1994) gave good reasons why K ÷ {φ, ψ} should be distinguished
from K ÷ (φ ∧ψ), K ÷ (φ ∨ψ), K ÷ φ ÷ψ and K ÷ψ ÷ φ.

Given some belief set K, according to whether the input set A has pri-
macy, there are at least four types of multiple belief change on K:

Prioritized multiple contraction: All members of the input set A
should be removed from K.

Non-prioritized multiple contraction: A (possibly empty) subset of
members of the input set A should be removed from K.

Prioritized multiple revision: All members of the input set A should
be incorporated in K.

Non-prioritized multiple revision: A (possibly empty) subset of
members of the input set A should be incorporated in K.

Next, I present some main proposals for the models of these four kinds
of multiple belief change.

3.3.1 Prioritized multiple contraction

Most of the major AGM-style constructions of contraction operators have
been generalized to the corresponding prioritized multiple versions. They
include multiple partial meet contraction (Hansson, 1989, 1993; Fuhrmann
and Hansson, 1994), multiple kernel contraction (Fermé et al., 2003), multi-
ple contraction based on system of spheres (Fermé and Reis, 2012; Reis and
Fermé, 2012; Reis et al., 2016), and multiple contraction based on epistemic
entrenchment ordering (Fermé and Reis, 2013). Here I only present some
formal basics of the first of the mentioned generalizations.

In Hansson (1993), the prioritized multiple contraction is called package
contraction. The construction of package partial meet contraction is based on
a generalization of remainder sets named package remainder sets. Formally,

Definition 3.3.1 (Hansson 1993) For every sets X and A, a package remainder
set X ⍊ A is a subset of the power set of X such that Y ∈ X ⍊ A iff (i) Y ⊆ X, (ii)
Y ⊬ A, and (iii) For all Z ⊆ X, if Y ⊂ Z, then Z ⊢ A.

Package partial meet contraction on belief bases is formally defined in
the following way:5

5 Note that the construction is easily transferred to the context of belief sets.
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Definition 3.3.2 (Hansson 1993) An operator ÷p on K is a package partial meet
contraction iff there exists a selection function γ such that for every set A,

K ÷p A =⋂γ(K, K ⍊ A).

It was shown that this construction can be axiomatically characterized
with a set of plausible postulates.

Theorem 3.3.1 (Hansson 1993) Let K be some belief base. ÷p is a partial meet
package contraction on K iff it satisfies the following conditions: for all sets A and
B,

K ÷p A ⊆ K (÷p-inclusion).

If ∅ ⊬ A, then A ∩ (K ÷p A) = ∅ (÷p-success).

If it holds for all K′ ⊆ K that K′ ⊢ A iff K′ ⊢ B, then K ÷p A = K ÷p B
(÷p-uniformity).

If φ ∈ K ∖ K ÷p A, then there is some K′ with K ÷p A ⊆ K′ ⊆ K, such that
K′ ⊬ A and K′ ∪ {φ} ⊢ A (÷p-relevance).

3.3.2 Non-prioritized multiple contraction

Fuhrmann and Hansson (1994) proposed a multiple contraction called choice
contraction, in which it is required that at least one non-tautological mem-
ber of the input set should be removed. Fuhrmann and Hansson (1994)
presented a construction of choice partial meet contraction based on selec-
tion functions on choice remainder sets, which is, like package remainder sets,
also a generalization of remainder sets. Formally,

Definition 3.3.3 (Fuhrmann and Hansson 1994) For every sets X and A, a
choice remainder set X∠A is a subset of the power set of X such that Y ∈ X∠A iff
(i) Y ⊆ X, (ii) Y ⊮ A, and (iii) For all Z ⊆ X, if Y ⊂ Z, then Z ⊩ A.

Partial meet choice contraction on belief sets6 is formally defined as fol-
lows:

Definition 3.3.4 (Fuhrmann and Hansson 1994) Let K be some belief set. An
operator ÷c on K is a choice partial meet contraction iff there exists a selection
function γ such that for every set A,

K ÷c A =⋂γ(K, K∠A).
6 Note that this construction cannot be directly transferred to the context of belief bases.

See Paper IV for details.
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Choice partial meet contraction on belief sets can be axiomatically char-
acterized with the following postulates.

Theorem 3.3.2 (Fuhrmann and Hansson 1994) Let K be some belief set. ÷c is
a choice partial meet contraction on K iff it satisfies the following conditions: for
all sets A and B,

K ÷c A = Cn(K ÷c A) (÷c-closure).

K ÷c A ⊆ A (÷c-inclusion).

If ∅ ⊮ A, then A /⊆ K ÷c A (÷c-success).

If Cn(A) = Cn(B), then K ÷c A = K ÷c B (∗c-uniformity).

If φ ∈ K ∖ K ÷c A, then there is some K′ with K ÷c A ⊆ K′ ⊆ K, such that
K′ ⊮ A and K′ ∪ {φ} ⊧ A (÷c-relevance).

Note that if A is finite then the choice partial meet contraction by A cor-
responds to perform a normal partial meet contraction by the conjunction
of the elements in A (Fuhrmann and Hansson, 1994).

Kernel construction of choice contraction can be found in Fermé et al.
(2003). Moreover, Zhang (1996) proposed another kind of non-prioritized
multiple contraction called set contraction. Instead of removing the input,
the purpose of the set contraction is to make the outcome consistent with
the input. Let ⊖ denote the set contraction operator, it is possible that A ⊆
K ⊖ A for some sets K and A. Hence, the set contraction neither satisfies
÷p-success nor ÷c-success. For more details about this multiple contraction,
see Zhang (1996); Zhang and Foo (2001).

3.3.3 Prioritized multiple revision

Hansson (1993) proposed two kinds of package revision ∗p on belief bases.
The internal package revision is defined in terms of any given package con-
traction ÷p through a generalized Levi identity as follows:

K ∗p A = (K ÷p n(A))∪ A

where n(A), called negation set of A, is a set of sentences defined as follows:

1. n(A) = �, if A = ∅,

2. n(A) = ⋃
n≥1
{¬φ1 ∨¬φ2 ∨⋯∨¬φn ∣ φi ∈ A for every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n},

otherwise.
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If ÷p is a package partial meet contraction defined according to Defi-
nition 3.3.2, then the corresponding internal package partial meet revision
defined by using this ÷p can be axiomatically characterized with the follow-
ing postulates (Hansson, 1993):

A ⊆ K ∗p A (∗p-success).

If A ⊬ �, then K ∗p A ⊬ � (∗p-consistency).

If it holds for all K′ ⊆ K that K′∪A ⊬ � iff K′∪B ⊬ � , then K∩(K∗p A) =
K ∩ (K ∗p B) (∗p-uniformity).

If φ ∈ K ∖K ∗p A, then there is some K′ with K ∗p A ⊆ K′ ⊆ K ∪ A, such
that K′ ⊬ � and K′ ∪ {φ} ⊢ � (∗p-relevance).

Note that if A is finite then the internal package partial meet revision by
A is identical to a partial meet AGM revision by the conjunction of the sen-
tences in A. Falappa et al. (2012) provided an alternative construction of pri-
oritized multiple revision, which is based on a new concept of A-consistent-
remainders and hence not needing to make use of generalized Levi identity
nor previously defined package contraction. However, the translation be-
tween this construction and that of internal package partial meet revision
is straightforward since the concept of A-consistent-remainders is just an
integration of the concepts of remainder set and negation set. Falappa et al.
(2012) also defined the class of prioritized multiple kernel revision operators
by essentially using multiple kernel contraction (Fermé et al., 2003) instead
of package partial meet contraction in the process of construction, and pro-
vided representation theorems for such operators.

The second kind of package revision proposed in Hansson (1993), i.e.
external package revision, is defined by using package contraction and a re-
versed generalized Levi identity like this:

K ∗p A = (K ∪ A)÷p n(A).

It is easy to see that, unlike internal package revision, the method of con-
structing internal package revision does not apply to the case of belief sets.

External package partial meet revision is axiomatically characterized by
the following postulates (Hansson, 1993):

A ⊆ K ∗p A (∗p-success).

If A ⊬ �, then K ∗p A ⊬ � (∗p-consistency).
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If it holds for all K′ ⊆ K that K′∪A ⊬ � iff K′∪B ⊬ � , then K∩(K∗p A) =
K ∩ (K ∗p B) (∗p-uniformity).

If φ ∈ K ∖K ∗p A, then there is some K′ with K ∗p A ⊆ K′ ⊆ K ∪ A, such
that K′ ⊬ � and K′ ∪ {φ} ⊢ � (∗p-relevance).

As for other work on prioritized multiple revision, Peppas (2004) inves-
tigated the construction of prioritized multiple revision based on the sys-
tem of spheres. He proposed the ways of reducing multiple revision to the
AGM sentential revision and devised a necessary and sufficient condition
for such a reduction. Moreover, Zhang and Foo (2001) proposed a mode of
prioritized multiple revision called set revision, which is closely related to
the set contraction introduced in Zhang (1996). They provided constructive
models of such belief change operations by using partial meet models and
nicely-ordered partition which is basically equivalent to epistemic entrench-
ment relations.

3.3.4 Non-prioritized multiple revision

Fuhrmann (1997) proposed a mode of non-prioritized multiple revision
called merge which could be seen as a generalization of the semi-revision.
It first combines two belief bases into one, then make this integrated be-
lief set consistent by contracting the contradiction. Formally, ○ is a merge
operation iff for every sets K and A,

K ○ A = (K ∪ A)÷�

where ÷ is a contraction operation.
Fuhrmann (1997) provided the axiomatic characterization of merge de-

fined by using partial meet contraction, which is unsurprisingly similar to
the characterization of partial meet semi-revision. Falappa et al. (2012) pro-
posed an alternative (equivalent) axiomatic characterization for this partial
meet merge. They also defined the class of kernel merge operators by essen-
tially using the kernel contraction in the process of construction, and gave
representation theorems to such operators.

In the process of merge operation ○, the original belief base K and the in-
put A are symmetrically treated. There is another mode of non-prioritized
multiple revision called choice revision7, which could be seen as a general-

7 This term is first propsoed in Fuhrmann (1988). To refer to the same concept, Rott
(2001) used the terms bunch revision and pick revision, while Falappa et al. (2012) used
the term selective change.
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ization of the selective revision8 (Fermé and Hansson, 1999). In this kind of
belief change, the choice is made on the input A and the agent could accept
some sentences of A as well as reject the others. As suggested by Falappa
et al. (2012), a practical scenario of choice revision could be a multi-agent
system in which there is a computational agent who receives independent
information from other agents and adds the most reliable part to her knowl-
edge base.

Choice revision is a generalization of the operation of making up one’s
mind, which is a belief change with sentential input. To make up one’s
mind about a sentence φ is to accept either φ or its negation. Formally,
the operator ∗∼ of making up one’s mind can be reconstructed from choice
revision operator ∗c in the way of K∗∼φ = K ∗c {φ,¬φ}.

Little work has been done on the formal properties of choice revision
and the operation of making up one’s mind. The main purpose of this thesis
is to construct modellings for these two operators on belief sets and belief
bases, and investigate the axiomatic characterizations of such constructions.

3.4 Descriptor revision

The AGM-style construction of belief change operations employs a method-
ology that can be summarized as “select-and-intersect”: Select the most
plausible sets that satisfy the success condition, and then take their intersec-
tion as outcome. For example, the partial meet construction of contraction
uses a choice function to select a number of belief sets each of which satis-
fies the success condition for the contraction (namely that of not containing
the specified sentence), and the intersection of those sets is taken to be the
outcome of the operation.

Hansson (2013) argued that this methodology has at least three major
disadvantages. First, the property of being an optimal potential outcome
is not generally preserved under intersection. This point can be illustrated
by an example in Sandqvist (2000). Secondly, the fact that a success con-
dition holds for all elements of a family of sets does not always imply that
their intersection also satisfies this condition. For an instance, the success
condition of “making up one’s mind” about φ, i.e. adding either φ or ¬φ to
original beliefs, is not generally preserved to be satisfied after intersection.
Thirdly, the adequacy of the options available for selection and intersection
is disputable. In the traditional framework, the selection is made among re-

8 However, it should be noted that generally choice revision by a finite set A cannot be
reduced to selective revision by the conjunction &A of all elements in A. See Paper III for
details.
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mainders (Alchourrón et al., 1985) or possible worlds (Grove, 1988). It is not
difficult to show that neither of them are plausible belief sets (Alchourrón
and Makinson, 1982; Hansson, 2017b).

A new approach to belief change, named descriptor revision, has been
presented in Hansson (2013) and further developed in Hansson (2014, 2015,
2016a,b, 2017a,b). It employs a “select-direct” methodology and provides
us with a framework of belief change that is in many important respects
more general than the AGM model. The approach of descriptor revision
is based on two major principles. First, a metalinguistic belief operator B
is introduced and the success conditions are described in a general fashion
with the help of this operator. Secondly, it is assumed that there is a set
of potential outcomes of belief change, and the mechanism of change is a
direct choice among these potential outcomes.

The framework of descriptor revision plays an important role in the con-
structions of the operations with which this thesis is concerned. In this sec-
tion, I briefly review some key components of the descriptor revision.

3.4.1 Descriptors

An atomic belief descriptor is a sentence Bφ with φ ∈ L. Note that the sym-
bol B is not part of the object language L. A molecular belief descriptor is
a truth-functional combination of atomic descriptors. A composite belief de-
scriptor (henceforth: descriptor; denoted by upper-case Greek letters) is a
set of molecular descriptors.
Bφ is satisfied by a belief set X, iff φ ∈ X. Conditions of satisfaction for

molecular descriptors are defined inductively, hence, provided that φ and
ψ stand for molecular descriptors, X satisfies ¬φ iff it does not satisfy φ,
it satisfies φ ∧ ψ iff it satisfies both φ and ψ, etc. It satisfies a composite
descriptor Φ iff it satisfies all its elements. X ⊧ Φ denotes that set X satisfies
descriptor Φ.

The success condition of contraction by φ is ¬Bφ, that of revision by φ is
Bφ, that of making up one’s mind about φ isBφ∨B¬φ. Descriptor revision
is an operation ○ that can be applied to any success condition that is express-
ible with B. Note that standard (sentential) revision can be reconstructed
as K ∗ φ = K ○Bφ.

3.4.2 Select-direct models for descriptor revision

Hansson (2013, 2017b) introduces several constructions for descriptor re-
vision operations, of which the relational model defined as follows is of a
special importance.
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Definition 3.4.1 (Hansson 2013) (X,≦) is a relational select-direct model (in
short: relational model) with respect to K if and only if it satisfies:

(X1) X is a set of belief sets.

(X2) K ∈X.

(≦ 1) K ≦ X for every X ∈X.

(≦ 2) For any Φ, if {X ∈X ∣ X ⊧ Φ} (we denote it as XΦ) is not empty, then
it has a unique ≦-minimal element denoted by XΦ

< .

A descriptor revision ○ on K is based on (or determined by) some relational
model (X,≦) with respect to K if and only if for any Φ,

⟨≦ to ○⟩9 K ○Φ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

XΦ
< if XΦ is not empty,

K otherwise.

X could be seen as an outcome set which represents all the potential out-
comes under various belief change patterns. The ordering ≦ brings out a
direct-selection mechanism, which selects the final outcome among candi-
dates satisfying a specific success condition. Given condition (≦ 2), this sort
of selection is achievable for any success condition satisfiable in X. Descrip-
tor revision is more general than AGM belief change in the sense of that it
assumes that there exists an outcome set but it says little about what these
outcomes should be like. However, in the AGM model, the belief change is
supposed to satisfy the principle of consistency preservation and the prin-
ciple of informational economy (Gärdenfors, 1988). Therefore, the step of
intersection in the construction of AGM belief is dispensable in the frame-
work of descriptor revision.

3.4.3 Epistemic proximity relations

Hansson (2014) proposed an alternative modelling for descriptor revision
basd on a relation

∗
⪯ of epistemic proximity defined on descriptors. Let Ψ

and Φ be any two descriptors. Informally, Ψ
∗
⪯Φ means that “the subject is

at least disposed to perform a change in the belief system resulting in assent
to Ψ as one resulting in assent to Φ” (Hansson, 2014).

It is assumed that the standard epistemic proximity relation should sat-
isfy the following five postulates:

9Provided that (X,≦) is a relational model, X is equivalent to the domain of ≦ since
K ∈ X and K ≦ X for all X ∈ X. So ≦ in itself can represent the (X,≦) faithfully.
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∗
⪯ -transitivity: If Φ

∗
⪯Ψ and Ψ

∗
⪯Ξ, then Φ

∗
⪯Ξ.

∗
⪯ -counter-dominance: If Φ ⊩ Ψ, then Ψ

∗
⪯Φ.

∗
⪯ -coupling: If Φ

∗≃Ψ then Φ
∗≃Φ ∪Ψ.

∗
⪯ -amplification: Either Φ ∪ {Bφ}

∗
⪯Φ or Φ ∪ {¬Bφ}

∗
⪯Φ.

∗
⪯ -absurdity avoidance: Φ

∗
⪯{Bφ,¬Bφ} for some Φ.

It was also shown that a descriptor revision ○ is based on some relational
model iff ○ is derived from some epistemic proximity relation with respect
to K 10 in the following way:

K ○Φ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

{ψ ∣ Φ ∗≃Φ ∪ {Bψ}} if Φ
∗≺{Bφ,¬Bφ},

K otherwise.

The descriptor revision operators generated from relational models ex-
actly coincide with the operators determined by epistemic proximity re-
lations, which are axiomatically characterized by the following postulates
(Hansson, 2013, 2014):

1. Cn(K ○Φ) = K ○Φ (○-closure).

2. If K ○Φ ≠ K, then K ○Φ ⊧ Φ (○-relative success).

3. If K ⊧ Φ, then K ○Φ = K (○-confirmation).

4. If K ○Φ ⊧ Ψ, then K ○Ψ ⊧ Ψ (○-regularity).

5. If K ○Φ ⊧ Ψ and K ○Ψ ⊧ Φ, then K ○Φ = K ○Ψ (○-reciprocity).

10 ∗
⪯ is with respect to K if and only if K ⊩ ⋃{Φ ∣ Φ

∗≃B⊺}. See Hansson (2014), p 78.
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4 Summary of the papers

Paper I

This paper investigates the logic of “making up one’s mind” about a sentence.
By this is meant the process of going from a state in which one neither
believes in a sentence nor in its negation to a state in which one believes
in one of them. As I have mentioned in Section 3.4, the traditional AGM
model of belief change employs a methodology which can be summarized
as “select-and-intersect”: Select the most plausible sets that satisfy the suc-
cess condition, and then take their intersection as outcome. The operation
of making up one’s mind has the interesting characteristic that the standard
select-and-intersect approach is not in general applicable. To see why, let
our starting-point be the set K of beliefs that contains neither φ nor ¬φ. We
are going to construct a set K∗∼φ in which we have made up our mind about
φ. Suppose that we do that by first selecting a collection Y = {Y1, Y2, . . . } of
sets of beliefs, each of which satisfies the success condition for making up
our mind about φ. In other words, it holds for each Yk that either φ ∈ Yk
or ¬φ ∈ Yk. It may then very well be the case for instance that φ ∈ Y1 and
¬φ ∈ Y2. Provided that Y1 and Y2 are consistent, the intersection ⋂Y can-
not then satisfy the success condition, i.e. it contains neither φ nor ¬φ.
Therefore, in order to develop a model of “making up one’s mind”, we
use the approach of descriptor revision proposed by Hansson (2013). More
specifically, we investigate in this paper the logic of the sentential operation
K∗∼φ = K ○ (Bφ ∨B¬φ) as a formalization of the process of making up one’s
mind, where ○ denotes the descriptor revision operator.

Like the operations of contraction and revision, the operation of mak-
ing up one’s mind has a success condition that refers to only one sentence,
φ in Bφ ∨B¬φ. (Examples of operations with success conditions referring
to more than one sentence are multiple contraction, {¬Bφ1,¬Bφ2, . . . }, and
replacement, {Bφ1,¬Bφ2}.) Hence, we introduce a simplified version of
descriptor revision, called single-atom descriptor revision, that is useful for
our purposes. We introduce the relational model for single-atom descrip-
tor revision and show how to construct the operation of making up one’s
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mind by using this model. Based on this construction, we provide an ax-
iomatic characterization of a variant of the operation ∗∼, which employs sim-
ply formed and intuitively plausible postulates. Moreover, the operation’s
incongruity with a linear ordering of belief sets is a remarkable feature and
the results obtained in the paper show that well-ordered structure, based
on linearly ordered belief sets, can be obtained for this operation without
paying a high price in terms of its properties.

Paper II

The descriptor revision proposed by Hansson (2013) can not only be used
to investigate some interesting belief change patterns which cannot be rep-
resented in the “select-and-intersect” way, such as making up one’s mind
studied in Paper I, but also throw new light on the traditional operations.
For example, sentential revision ⋆ can be reconstructed in a select-direct
way from descriptor revision as K ⋆ φ = K ○Bφ. A relation

∗
⪯ of epistemic

proximity defined on descriptors was proved being an alternative modelling
for the descriptor revision (Hansson, 2014). Just as a sentential revision ⋆
can be derived from a descriptor revision ○, it seems a relation ⪯ on sen-
tences also can be derived from a proximity relation

∗
⪯ . This kind of relation

⪯ is named as believability relation (Hansson, 2014) since the intended inter-
pretation of φ ⪯ ψ is that the subject is at least as prone to believing φ as
believing ψ. As it was shown that descriptor revision can be reconstructed
from the relations of epistemic proximity (Hansson, 2014), the question nat-
urally arises whether the believability relation derived from the relations of
epistemic proximity can be used as an alternative modelling for the senten-
tial revision derived from descriptor revision.

The main purpose of the present contribution is to show that some re-
vision operations generated in this way indeed can be reconstructed by
believability relations satisfying some rationality conditions. It should be
noted that the idea of using relations on sentences reflecting degree of ac-
ceptance to construct revision operations also appeared in models in
Cantwell (1997); Fermé and Rott (2004). However, in both of them the rela-
tions reflecting degree of acceptance were not proposed in their own right,
but determined by or generalized from the epistemic entrenchment relation
(Gärdenfors and Makinson, 1988). So these models are essentially different
from the approach investigated in this paper in both respects of the way
of representing the degree of acceptance and the way of constructing the
revision operations.

In this paper, I differentiate two distinctive kinds of select-direct sen-
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tential revision derived from descriptor revision, i.e. dependent revision and
independent revision and show that they can be faithfully modelly by the H-
believability relations and basic believability relations respectively.
H-believability relations are derived directly from the standard epistemic
proximity relations, i.e. relations characterized by the five postulates pro-
posed by Hansson (2014). It is still an open problem which conditions can
axiomatically characterize the H-believability relations. Basic believability
relations is a generalization of the H-believability relations, which is char-
acterized by four weak postulates. By adding more properties, such as tran-
sitivity, to the basic believability relations, a strengthened variant of believ-
ability relations is obtained. This type of relations is of special interest since
the independent revision operations constructed from relational models of
the most well-ordered form can be exactly generated by them. Moreover,
it is shown that there is a close connection between the standard epistemic
entrenchment relations (Gärdenfors and Makinson, 1988) and the strength-
ened believability relations. All these facts together confirm the importance
and plausibility of the believability relation as a construction for revision
operations.

Paper III

This paper investigates modellings for choice revision, in which the new in-
formation is represented by a set of sentences and the agent could partially
accept these sentences as well as reject the others. It should be noted that
generally choice revision by a finite set A cannot be reduced to selective re-
vision (Fermé and Hansson, 1999) by the conjunction &A of all elements in
A. To see this, let ∗s be some selective revision. It is assumed that ∗s satis-
fies extensionality, i.e. if φ is logically equivalent to ψ, then K ∗s φ = K ∗s ψ.
So, K ∗′ &{φ,¬φ} = K ∗′ &{ψ,¬ψ} for all φ and ψ. However, it is obviously
unreasonable that K ∗c {φ,¬φ} = K ∗c {ψ,¬ψ} holds for all φ and ψ.

As a generalization of the operation of making up one’s mind (Paper
I), choice revision is also difficult to be modelled in the select-and-intersect
way. Hence, in order to develop modellings for choice revision, this paper
employs the framework of descriptor revision (Hansson, 2013) as same as
Paper I. Choice revision ∗c with a finite input set can be constructed from
descriptor revision in the way of K ∗c {φ1, φ2,⋯, φn} = K ○ {Bφ1 ∨Bφ2 ∨
⋯ ∨Bφn}. Although this kind of construction of choice revision has been
mentioned in Hansson (2017b), the formal properties of this type of belief
change are still in need of investigation.

In this paper, two variants of choice revision are constructed by using
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the approach of descriptor revision. Assuming that the object language is
finite, I show that these two kinds of operators can be axiomatically char-
acterized by two sets of postulates respectively. These postulates point out
that choice revision modelled by descriptor revision has the special charac-
teristic that the agent who performs this sort of belief change is cautious in
the sense that she only accepts the new information to the smallest possible
extent.

For AGM revision and contraction, there are various independently mo-
tivated modellings which are equivalent in terms of expressive power. In
this paper, I also propose an alternative modelling for choice revision, which
is based on multiple believability relations, a generalized version of believabil-
ity relation introduced in Hansson (2014) and further studied in Paper II. It
is shown that choice revision operators generated from multi-believability
relations satisfying some specific conditions can also be axiomatically char-
acterized by the sets of postulates proposed for choice revision based on
descriptor revision. Moreover, these axiomatization results are obtainable
without assuming that the language is finite. This fact suggests that multi-
believability relations may be an even better modelling for choice revision.

Paper IV

This paper investigates the formal properties of choice revision on belief
bases. In Paper III, an initial study on the formal properties of choice revi-
sion was undertaken, where the newly developed framework of descriptor
revision (Hansson, 2013) played an important role. Although descriptor re-
vision is a powerful tool which can be used to model various kinds of belief
change including choice revision (Hansson, 2017b), it seems only suitable
for modelling belief change on belief states represented by belief sets. The
intended interpretation of an atomic descriptor, say Bφ, is “holding belief
φ”. So a belief set X, which represents the whole set of beliefs held by the
agent of some belief state, satisfies Bφ iff it holds that φ ∈ X. Hence, given
the intended interpretation of B, descriptors are not appropriate for de-
scribing the success conditions of belief changes performed on belief bases.

In this paper, in order to model choice revision ∗c (and the operation
of making up one’s mind ∗∼ derived from choice revision in the way of
K∗∼φ = K ∗c {φ,¬φ}) on belief bases, a new strategy rather than the ap-
proach of descriptor revision is adapted. This approach to choice revision is
inspired by the methodology employed by Hansson (1993), where the pack-
age revision is built up from two more elementary units: package contraction
and expansion operation. In this article, for construction of choice revision,
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besides package contraction, I will also make use of choice contraction pro-
posed in Fuhrmann and Hansson (1994). Moreover, I propose a general-
ized expansion operation, named partial expansion. With these operations
as building blocks, it is possible to construct two sorts of choice revision on
belief bases, namely internal choice revision and external choice revision.

The rationale of internal choice revision is that the process of revising K
to incorporate some subset of the new information A could be decomposed
into two steps: the agent first contracts K by a set of sentences which con-
tradicts some part of A (this could be modelled by choice contraction), then
expands the contracted set with a subset of A which is consistent with it
(this could be modelled by consistency-preserved partial expansion). On the
other hand, the construction of external choice revision originates from the
idea that we can reverse the procedure of internal choice revision: In or-
der to revise K by a subset of sentences of A, the agent could first properly
expand the K with a subset A′ of A (this could be modelled by partial ex-
pansion), then contract the negation set n(A′) of A′ (this could be modelled
by package contraction). This methodology is not workable in the context
of belief sets, since it typically involves a temporary inconsistent belief state,
and different inconsistent belief states cannot be distinguished by the only
one inconsistent belief set, i.e. Cn({�}).

For internal choice revision, I provide a representation theorem for the
set of such operators that are performed on consistent belief bases with fi-
nite sets as inputs. For external choice revision, a full representation the-
orem is obtained. Furthermore, this paper also investigates the two sorts
of making up one’s mind operators derived from these two choice revision
operators and proves the corresponding representation theorems.
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Errata for published papers

Paper II

Page 37, abstract, line 7: “which the is” reads “which are”

Page 37, paragraph 1, line 1: “classical literatures” reads “classical literature”

Page 37, paragraph 1, line 3: “focus the” reads “focuses on the”

Page 38, paragraph 3, line 1: “cannot only be used” reads “not only can be used”

Page 38, paragraph 3, line 8: “proved being” reads “proved to be”

Page 40, paragraph 1: insert a new sentence “⊺ is a tautology and � is a contradiction” immedi-
ately after the first sentence of this paragraph

Page 41, footnote 5, line 2: “X is equivalent to” reads as “X is”

Page 42, footnote 7, line 1: “was just referred” reads as “just referred”

Page 43, line 4: “Φ ∪ {Bφ}
∗
⪯Ψ or Φ ∪ {¬Bφ}

∗
⪯Ψ ” reads as “Φ ∪ {Bφ}

∗
⪯Φ or Φ ∪ {¬Bφ}

∗
⪯Φ”

Page 45, Lemma 4.2, line 3: insert new words “there are φ and ψ such that” immediately after the
phrase “if and only if”

Page 46, the paragraph after Theorem 4.4, line 7: “by a selecting” reads as “by a selection”

Page 50, paragraph 1, line 3: “One the other hand, the correspondent” reads as “On the other hand,
the corresponding”

Page 50, the last paragraph, line 7: “with ≦ is linear” reads as “in which ≦ is linear”

Page 54, line 4: “left all these as ” reads as “leave all these to”

Page 60, proof for Theorem 5.6, line 5: “represented by” reads as “characterized by”
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